
Acts of Confidence

A transformational 7 step program that will equip you with
the practical tools required to unleash your confidence
and light up your career from the inside out

OWN YOUR TALENT      .      FACE YOUR FEAR      .      CREATE YOUR FUTURE

Get clear and make decisions (career & life)

Articulate and share your value (speak up more and be more visible)

Ask for what you want (pay rises, promotions, flexible work opportunities and

anything else)

Ask for help (networks, mentors, collaboration)

Fall down and get back up again (resilience, failure and fear)

Set and enforce boundaries (maintaining personal power and saying no with

confidence)

Build your brand and presence (build profile and influence with key stakeholders)

About the Program                               

Why is confidence or the lack of confidence such a big topic for many professional
women?  Our work and research has found that having 100% unshakeable,
unbreakable confidence is something most people wish they had. 

The majority of confidence conversations focus on external practices; while our work
has informed us that Core Confidence is very much dependent on the internal
elements of confidence. 

The Ten Building Blocks to Core Confidence published in Core Confidence (the book)
serves as a reference guide for this practical, outcomes focused, seven-week online
program. Designed to reconnect participants with their inner resource of Core
Confidence, the overall focus is to develop awareness of their relationship with
confidence, understand what strategies or self-sabotage techniques are getting in
the way of staying in contact with their Core Confidence and support them in taking
one big ACT of Confidence. 

Weekly themes and small acts of confidence provide a sustainable and progressive
path towards achieving this goal. 

These themes include:
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Negotiating career progression opportunities/paths in their current

organisation

Having the confidence to speak up at meetings/present to senior stakeholders

Confronting a difficult conversation 

Confidently and convincingly leading business development conversations

Securing a more senior opportunity in a new organisation

Reframing your experience of failure and developing a regular ‘practise’ of

failing and feedback

Presenting to a group of senior stakeholders / colleagues across the

organisation

The Starting Point:  5.6 

The women who entered this program completed a baseline survey and had
varying degrees of self-assessed confidence. 

On average the group assessed their confidence (in context of career) as a 5.6 (on
a scale of 1-10 with 10 being the most confidence you could ever dream of and 1
being none).

Program participants came from different industries and experience levels, all
wanting to enrich their skill sets to become better leaders and high performing
professionals. 

Prior to participating in the course, participants referenced negative self-talk, a
reliance on knowledge (or subject matter expertise) as a source of
confidence, difficulty speaking up and being visible and self-doubt as core
issues when thinking about their relationship with confidence. 

Comments included:

“I convinced myself that I need to know all of the information before I could
possibly commit to something (e.g. advising a client, talking to a colleague about
a file, presenting something, etc).”

“I was scared of making a mistake and was too focused on perfection.” 

“I doubted my level of confidence and did not give myself enough credit or
acknowledgement for how many acts of confidence I have already taken.” 

Consequently, participants’ goals or BIG Acts of Confidence included:
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Results  

A 31% increase in Confidence

At the end of the program participants completed a survey sharing feedback and
their overall self-assessed confidence. Overall, we saw a 31% increase in
confidence from the start of the program (assessed as 5.6) with an average
group assessment of 7.3.

We know that this increase will continue as the small acts of confidence
continue to have a compounding effect in weeks and months that follow.

Some of the outcome’s participants achieved throughout the program included: 

 “I was able to successfully negotiate a role with a much higher salary and
twice as big a bonus than was first offered to me - I have been seen and
heard.” 

 “I have started to lean into the discomfort which I would NEVER have done
before. I am more aware of my self-talk, have learnt how to stand up for my
boundaries and say no, personally and professionally and be more confident in
my decisions and opinions.”

“I feel a lot surer of myself, my views, speaking up, am clearer about
where I am headed and that I can be that person with 100% unshakeable
confidence - I know its work in progress however it’s a great feeling.”

“I am comforted in the knowledge that I'm not the only person who has doubts
and who struggles with confidence. It's also been enlightening to be reminded
that I don't need to have all of the answers all of the time before I can (and
should) take action.”

“The course has made me look at things in a much more objective way,
e.g. understanding that saying yes to everything doesn't necessarily
benefit me. The course has encouraged me to critically question my role
at work, personal brand and value I add (and be able to articulate that).”
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Return on Investment

By the close of the program, participants achieved the following results on key
program metrics:

a 31% increase in self assessed confidence 
 

a 40% increase in being able to prioritise what is important and say
no when required to ensure capacity to deliver

 
an increase of 39% in being able to ask others for help to get things
done more quickly or to perform better (peers, mentors and others

in my network)
 

a 38% increase in actively building personal brand and profile within
their organisation

 
a 34% increase in actively building relationships with senior

stakeholders 
 

a 32% increase in resilience (having strategies that help when things
don’t go according to plan)

‘The act of confidence comes before 
the feeling of confidence. 

 
Staircase your way to 100% 

unshakeable, unbreakable confidence’

To hear more about the 7 Acts of Confidence Program visit our website
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